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For arbitrary state alphabet, dimension and neighborhood index a parallel trans- 
formation is defined that gives a tessellation structure that reproduces any finite 
pattern. The reproduced copies will occur in a quiescent environment if he cardinality 
of the alphabet is a power of a prime number 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Ostrand [7] has proved the following generalization of a theorem proved by 
Amoroso and Cooper [2]. 
THEOREM 1. For any alphabet A with two or more elements and for any positive 
integer d, there are d dimensional tessellation structures that reproduce any finite pattern. 
I f  A has a prime number of elements, then the reproduced copies will be contained in a 
quiescent environment. 
We shall prove a generalization of this theorem with no restriction on the neigh- 
borhood index. The parallel transformation we shall define reproduces patterns 
in fewer steps than that of Ostrand, and if the number of elements of A is a power 
of a prime, the reproduced copies will be contained in a quiescent environment. 
II. NOTATION 
See [1, 2] for a complete description of notation. 
Let E denote the set of all real numbers, and if d is a positive integer, let Z a denote 
the set of all vectors in E a with integer coordinates. If X is a finite subset of Z d 
containing at least two elements, let x 1 , x2 ,..., xz denote the extreme points of the 
convex hull of X [4, pp. 21-24]. Since {x 1 , x 2 ,..., xz} _C X, let x 1 , x 2 ,..., x~ denote 
the elements of X. 
If a is an integer greater than 1, let 1-Ii*=lp~.  denote the prime factorization of a, 
where Px , Pz ,..., Pt are distinct prime numbers and s 1 , s 2 ,..., s t are positive integers. 
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If  i ~ {l, 2,..., t}, let A i denote the direct sum of si copies of the ring of integers mod Pi 
[3, pp. 25, 346], and let A denote the direct sum of A1, A 2 ,..., A t . A is a ring with 
a elements. Let P = {Pl ,  P2 .... , Pt}. 
We now define a parallel transformation 7. I f  c: Z a ~ A, and if z E Z a, let r(c)(z) 
~,~n xc(z + x,). Then, given an order on X, (A, Z a, X ,  7) is a tessellation structure. 
The following notational conventions are used in the proofs of the theorems. 
I f f  is a function from Z TM into a ring, and if n is an integer, let ~nf (q)  denote the 
sum of all f (q)  for which q = (ql, q2,..., q,n) has nonnegative coordinates and 
~,m=l qi ~- n. I f j  r (l, 2,..., m}, and if fl is a nonnegative integer, let Y~,~.j.~f(q) denote 
the sum of all f (q )  for which q = (ql, q2 .... , q,~) has nonnegative coordinates, 
n 
qj. = /3  and ~z=l qi = n. Then ~f(q)  -~ ~B=0~,i.Bf(q)" I f q ~ Z% let M(n, q) -~ 
n!/l-~i=x qi!. Let ea, e2 ,..., ea denote the standard basis for E a, that is, if 3ij is the 
Kroneeker delta, e i = (3il, 3i2 .... ,3,a ). Finally, if z ~ E a, let I z I denote the length 
of z. Any norm for which no two points of Z a are less than one unit apart is permis- 
sible. 
I I I .  RESULTS 
THEOREM 2. I f  C is an array configuration of the tessellation structure (A, Z a, X,  r), 
and if K is a finite subset of Z a with diameter k for which the nonquiescent portion of c 
is contained in (c)K , the configuration of K in c, then there is an integer n for which 
k t < n ~ k t 1-'[~=1 P~ and for which r'~(c) contains a copy of (c)K in K --  nx for every 
extreme point x in the convex hull of X .  
Figure 1 is a sketch of the result of application of 7 n. The solid arrows represent 
elements of X, and the dotted arrows represent extreme points of the convex hull 
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F IGURE 1 
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of --nX. The irregular area containing the solid arrows represents a pattern, and 
the other areas represent copies of the pattern. 
The theorem is a consequence of the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If Z ~ Z a, if c: Z a ~ A and if n is a nonnegative integer, then 
~-"(c)(z) : ~ M(n,q)c(z + ~ qixi). (1) 
n i= l  
One may put a commutative ring structure on a subset of the set of all functions 
from C into C that contains ~- so that Lemma 1 is an application of the multinomial 
theorem. A direct proof follows. 
Proof. Equation (1) is true if n = O. I f  (1) is true for n, then 
Tn+I(c)( ,~)  = ~_~ Tn(s -~- X./) 
j= l  
M(n, q) c + x~ + q,xi 
j= l  n 
Replacing q with q -- ej , 
~.+l (c ) (z )  = 
~ ~ M(n,q,c(z + ~ (qi +,o,  xi). 
j=1.8----0 n,j,O i=1 
~ ~ M(n,q-  e~)c(z + i~=l qixi) 
j= l  tt----~ n+I ,LB+I  
o.+1 
X X X M(n,q-- ej) c + qixi 
j= l  B=I n+l , j ,B  i=1 
~ X q~M(n,q) c + q,x, 
f=I  S=l  n+ld ,B  
o.+1 
E E E qjM(n,q) c + q,xi 
j~ l  B~O n+l,~,B 
= ~ z qjM,n q,c(~ + ~ q,x,) 
j= l  n+l  i=1 
) = ~ qj M(n, q) c + qixi 
n+l  t=1 
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n+l  4=1 
= ~ M(n  + 1, q )c (z  + ~. qixi). 
n+l  4=i 
Therefore, (1) is true for every nonnegative integer n. 
I fp  ~ P, let r ~ r (p  I denote the least integer for whichp ~ > k, and let n = 1-I~p P~. 
Then k * < n ~ k t I~i=, P4. I f  k is large, this definition gives a smaller n than that 
of Ostrand [7, Theorem 3], (dk)! a. 
LEMMA 2. I f  z e K,  and i f  j e {1, 2,..., 1}, then T~(C)(Z --  nx~) = c(z). 
Proof. Throughout assume q = (ql,  q~ ,..., qm), where qx, q2 .... , qm are non- 
negative integers and ~i=1 q4 = n. I f  M(n,  q) c(z -- nxi + ~i=l qix4) = 0 for all 
such q, then, by Lemma 1, ,n(c)(z - -  nx~) = 0 = M(n,  ne~) c(z --  nx~ + nxj) = c(z). 
I f  there is a q for which M(n,  q) c(z -- nx~ + ~,~l  qixi) :# O, then, by the definition 
of .4, there is a p 6 P for which M(n,  q) ~ 0 (mod p). I f  i ~ {1, 2,..., m) and if qi :# 0, 
then M(n,  q) = M(n  --  I, q -- e4)n/q i , and m(n --  1, q --  el) is an integer, so, since 
p~ divides n, pr divides q4 . c(z - -  nxi + }~-.i=l qix4) ~: O, so z - -  nx s + )-~4=1 q4xi ~ K,  
and 
(n/pOx, -- 7Z,4=1 (qi/pOx4 ~ Z a, so if (n/pOx j - -  ~4=i (qi/pOx4 # O, 
k ~pr l (n ]pr )x  ~_  ~ (q,/pr)x 4 ~pr  > k. 
Therefore, (n/pr)xs - E,~=l (qJpr)x4 = 0, and x s = •i=l (qi/n)x4. 0 ~ qi/n for 
iE{1, 2,..., m}, and ~i=1q4/n - l, so, since x~ is an extreme point of the convex 
hull of X,  q,/n = 8 o for i~{1, 2 , . ,  m} and q = nes. Therefore, by Lemma 1, 
rn(c)(z -- nx3) = M(n,  nes) c(z - -  nxj + nxj) = c(z). 
THEOREM 3. If, in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 2, P has only one element p, 
then z**( c) contains a copy of ( c )K on K --  nx for every x ~ X ,  and these copies are contained 
in a quiescent environment. 
Proof. We must show that for each z ~ Z a for which there is a j 6 {1, 2,..., m) 
such that z + nx~ E K it is the case that rn(c)(z) = c(z + nx~), and for all other 
z E Z a it is the case that -:(c)(z) = O. I f  q = (qx, q2 ,..., qm) where ql, q2 ,-.., q~ are 
nonnegative integers and ~7=1 qi = n = f ,  and if t ~ {1, 2 , . ,  m), then pr divides qi 
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if and only if q, = 0 or qi = pr. Therefore M(n, q) ~ 0 (mod p) unless there is an 
m 
i e {1, 2 ..... m) for which q = nei, and .r~(c)(z) ~- Z~=i c(z + nxi). I f  i and j are 
distinct integers from {1, 2 , . ,  m), then J(x + nxi) -- (x + nxj)[ = n ] xl - -  x~ ] >/ 
n > k, so there is at most 1 j ~ {1, 2,.., m} for which z + nx~ e K, and the theorem 
is proved. 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As Amoroso and Cooper noted [2, p. 464], growth of a pattern is an exponential 
function with respect to generation, However, with respect to time (number of 
applications of ~-) T, the number of copies f (T )  of a pattern is bounded above by a 
multiple of T d [5, p. 195]. Given the hypothesis of Theorem 3, if, for any positive 
integer i, ni denotes the time to grow from the ith generation to the (i + 1)st genera- 
tion, k i denotes the diameter of the (i + 1)st generation, and b denotes the diameter 
of X, then ni ~ ki_ lp and k~ ~ ki_ 1 -~- n,b, so n i ~ kp(1 + pb) i-1. I f  T = ~_~,u= 1 ni ,  
then T ~ k(1 +pb)~/b and f (T )  ~ m ~. Therefore, f (T )  >/(bT/k)  v where v = 
ln m/In(l +pb) .  I f  m = (1 + b) a (a dense neighborhood index), then there are 
constants D1, D2 and ~ for which D1T a >/ f (T )  >/D2T ~a, 0 < ~ < 1. 
Since (A, Z a, X ,  ~-) has no mutually erasable configurations, it has no Garden 
of Eden configurations [5, 6, 8], but if c(0) ~ 1 and c(z) = 0 for all z ~ Z a for which 
z 4: 0, c is a Garden of Eden configuration i  C F in the sense of Amoroso and Cooper 
[1, p. 161]. 
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